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Convection - Part III



Some aspects of convection in mantle-like material

Very large Prandtl number
Free boundaries
Significant amounts of internal heat generation
Not in steady-state : cooling
Large variations of viscosity
Non-Newtonian rheology (probably)



Core
Core has no
U and Th
(K?)
but provides heat 
To mantle

CONVECTION  DRIVEN  BY
INTERNAL  HEAT  GENERATION



Radioactive elements

Nucleide 238U 235U 232Th 40K

T1/2 
(Ga)

4,46 0,70 14,0 1,26

Heat production in silicate Earth
(no core)    H  =  5  pW kg-1 (x 10-12 W 
kg-1).

Total heat generation rate 20 TW (20 x 10Total heat generation rate 20 TW (20 x 101212 W)W)



mW m-2



LE  POINT  DE  VUE  THERMIQUE

Densité moyenne de flux = 80 mW. m-2

Total flux  Total flux   ≈  40 TW = 40 10≈  40 TW = 40 101212 WattsWatts





Two dimensionless numbers characterize convection

(Pr      ∞ )

k



1. Pure internal heating (zero heat flux at base of fluid layer)

In all the following H stands for heat production
per unit volume (what we wrote as H before).

Only one dimensionless numbers (infinite Pr limit)
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In steady-state, the heat flux out of the layer is known:
it must evacuate the total amount of heat released in the layer

The unknown is the temperature difference across the upper 
boundary layer, noted Ti.
We seek a relationship between the dimensionless
temperature and the only variable dimensionless number
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Free boundaries



2. Layer heated from below and from within.

Two dimensionless numbers (Pr      ∞ )
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Ra = 106
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Free boundaries



Temperature-dependent viscosity

Add one dimensionless number

or



Arrhenius temperature dependence ?



Ti = 1700 K, p = 6 GPa











EXPERIMENTS  WITH  GLYCEROL
Solidifies at 18°C

High Prandl number (Pr = 9x103)
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1. Moderate viscosity variations

101 < viscosity ratio < ≈103

Two different thermal boundary layers

T and B, such that T >> B

TT and TB such that TT > TB
and such that TT + TB = T



Different viscosity values
o at the top
i in the interior (away from the boundary layers)
B at the base.

Because B is thin,  i ≈ B. 
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where the Rayleigh number Rao has been
calculated with the viscosity at the top.



2.Large viscosity variations

viscosity ratio > ≈103

Upper part of the fluid remains stagnant.
Temperature scale for convecting interior
is no longer T, but TR.

Heat flux scale is
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Non-Newtonian rheology

Apparent viscosity



Apparent viscosity

(): which scale for magnitude of convective stresses ? 



Add one dimensionless number : n

Proper temperature scale ?
TR or (n TR) ?



What is the stress-scale for convection ?

Use the dissipation equation

Add boundary layer scalings
k



1. Moderate viscosity variations

101 < viscosity ratio < ≈103

Vicosity scale for the fluid interior :

Use the dissipation equation again



Add the boundary layer scalings

where Ran is a “modified” Rayleigh number

These results involve the two new dimensionless numbers
n and TR



In order to evaluate the impact of each number independently









Heat flux

k

This can be rewritten in the familiar form

k

where i is the “effective” viscosity for convection



Add boundary layer scalings

Explicit expression for convective stress scale

Substituting for into rheological equation leads to viscosity i.



2.Large viscosity variations
viscosity ratio > ≈103

k

Numerical calculations by Solomatov & Moresi (2000)



Temperature difference across the unstable boundary layer
(from Solomatov & Moresi, 2000)

Method: from independent determination
of boundary layer thickness

using the vertical velocity profile



Another way of determining T

where Co is the value determined for constant viscosity fluids.
In this case:





Value from laboratory experiments



Ti = 1700 K, p = 6 GPa


